Success Story

WITTENSTEIN SE, Igersheim, Germany

The Drive for Smart Manufacturing: Perfect
Master Data with it.mds – it.master data simplified
By connecting the PLM system to it.mds, we can automate the
maintenance of up to 98% of the material master fields by
applying over 2,500 business rules, 40 profiles and SAP classification.
Marco Halbmann, Master Data Management, IM Process Solutions, WITTENSTEIN SE

Challenges
■ Switching from the legacy system to SAP ERP
■ It took too long to create master data in the
standard system
■ Complex requirements of the departments
■ Ongoing changes had to be promptly transferred
to the master data
■ Insufficient data quality required frequent
corrections
Benefits
Central management of material master records
■ Direct integration in SAP ERP
■ Complete connection of a PLM system from the
construction department
■ Rule-based creation ensures consistent data
quality
■ Safeguarding and acceleration of master data
processes and organization
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Solution
it.master data simplified (it.mds)

■

Why itelligence?
■ Many years of experience in master data
management
■ Impressive presales phase
■ Intensive workshops with design and coaching
for master data managers
■ Trust-based, pragmatic partnership in each
project phase
■ Expansion of the SAP standard through
itelligence add-ons
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Precision and Innovation

Simplification through Automation
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Flexible Master Data Management

Number of employees:
2,400
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applicable requirements. It also allows the
comparability of data quality and data consistency.
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